
Scan the QR code below to register!
Enquiries? ryugakusei@kyuhaku.jp

MyMAGATAMA
2019.11.3 Sun 10:00~14:00

 Register by 2019.10.27 Sun
Capacity: 20 participants

English interpretation available

DIY crafting workshop for exchange students

FREE ADMISSION

092-929-3602
Phone inquiries:  Cultural  Exchange Division

4-7-2 Ishizaka, Dazaifu City, Fukuoka, 818-0118 (Next to Dazaifu Tenmangu Shrine)

Flip over for event details!



MAGATAMA?
Magatama 勾 玉 are comma-shaped beads
used as accessories in ancient Japanese
culture. They were made by filing down stones
into smooth, rounded shapes, and often used
different kinds of materials ranging from
soapstone to precious jade. They were present
from the Late Jomon (1000-300 BCE) through
Kofun (250-532 BCE) periods in Japan.

PROGRAMME FLOW
10:00 TOUR OF KYUHAKU'S RESTORATION ROOMS
Ever wondered how artefacts are cared for before they're
allowed to be exhibited publicly? Let us bring you on a quick
tour around Kyushu National Museum's on-site conservation
labs, which serve as the major conservation centre in all of
Western Japan.

10:45 MINI HISTORY SEMINAR AND DIY WORKSHOP
Listen to our curators as they teach you about different
kinds of ancient accessories found within Japan's prehistoric
period, and find out more about regional traditional
accessories from our international staff. With that
information in mind, try making your own magatama bead!

12:00 FREE AND EASY SPECIAL EXHIBITION TOUR
Receive complimentary tickets to the Three Kingdoms special
exhibition, which will be running concurrently with our
event. This exhibition features a full-size replica of Cao
Cao's mausoleum based on the actual site in Anyang.  What
kinds of accessories do you think he was buried with?
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NISHITETSU LOCAL TRAIN
From Nishitetsu Fukuoka (Tenjin), take the Omuta line to
Nishitetsu Futsukaichi (16 min ltd. express / 18 min express).
Change to Dazaifu line and take to Nishitetsu Dazaifu (5 min), walk
to museum (10 min)
※No extra fees required for express and limited express trains

JR
From JR Hakata, take the Kagoshima Line to JR Futsukaichi (about
15 min by rapid train), Transfer to Nishitetsu Futsukaichi (12 min
walk OR 6 min bus), take the Dazaifu line to Nishitetsu Dazaifu,
walk to the museum (10 min)

NISHITETSU BUS
Straight bus from Hakata Bus Terminal (Level 1, Gate 11 for
Dazaifu, 40 min), then walk to the museum (10 min)

092-929-3602
Phone inquiries: Cultural Exchange Division

4-7-2 Ishizaka, Dazaifu City, Fukuoka, 818-0118 (Next to Dazaifu Tenmangu Shrine)

09:30 REGISTRATION (Next to information counter)


